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Let m and n be positive integers with n2 and 1mn&1. We study
rearrangement-invariant quasinorms *R and *D on functions f: (0, 1)  R such that
to each bounded domain 0 in Rn, with Lebesgue measure |0|, there corresponds
C=C( |0| )>0 for which one has the Sobolev imbedding inequality *R(u*(|0| t))
C*D( |{mu|* ( |0| t)), u # C m0 (0), involving the nonincreasing rearrangements of u
and a certain m th order gradient of u. When m=1 we deal, in fact, with a closely
related imbedding inequality of Talenti, in which *D need not be rearrangement-
invariant, *R(u*(|0| t))C*D((ddt) [x # Rn : |u(x)|>u*( |0| t)] |({u)(x)| dx), u # C
1
0(0).
In both cases we are especially interested in when the quasinorms are optimal, in
the sense that *R cannot be replaced by an essentially larger quasinorm and *D can-
not be replaced by an essentially smaller one. Our results yield best possible
refinements of such (limiting) Sobolev inequalities as those of Trudinger, Strichartz,
Hansson, Bre zis, and Wainger.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
One form of the classical Sobolev inequality concerning differentiable
functions on bounded domains 0 in Rn, n2, asserts that, given 1< p<n
and setting q=np(n& p), there exists C>0 such that
\|0 |u(x)|q dx+
1q
C \|0 |({u)(x)| p dx+
1p
, u # C 10(0). (1.1)
Standard examples show that in the limiting case p=n one cannot take the
L norm, ess supx # 0 |u(x)|, on the left side of (1.1). However, independ-
ently of one another, Pokhozhaev [22], Trudinger [28], and Yudovich
[29] have shown that if An(t) is a convex function on R+=(0, ) equal
to exp tn$, n$=n(n&1), for large t, there corresponds to each bounded
domain 0 in Rn a constant C=C( |0| )>0, independent of u in C 10(0),
with
inf {*>0 : |0 An \
|u(x)|
* + dx1=C \|0 |({u)(x)|n dx+
1n
; (1.2)
the (OrliczLuxemburg) exp Ln$ norm on the left side of (1.2) is, of course,
smaller than the L norm. Hansson [13] and Bre zis and Wainger [4]
improved on (1.2), replacing the exp Ln$ norm by a larger, classical Lorentz
norm to get C=C( |0| )>0 for which
\|
|0|
0
u*(t)n \log |0|t +
&n dt
t +
1n
C \|0 |({u)(x)| n dx+
1n
, u # C 10(0);
(1.3)
here, u*(t)=inf[*>0 : |[x # 0 : |u(x)|>*]|t], t # (0, |0| ).
It is also natural to consider Sobolev inequalities for m-times
continuously differentiable functions when m=2, ..., n&1. This requires an
mth order gradient, {mu, of a function u inC m0 (0). This gradient can be
defined in terms of the usual first order gradient {=(x1 , ..., xn) and
the Laplacian 2=2x21+ } } } +
2x2n as
{mu={2
ku
{(2ku)
when m=2k,
when m=2k+1,
where 2 ju=2(2 j&1u), j=2, ..., [m2]; see Adams [1]. We observe that in
order to obtain the analogues of (1.1) to (1.3) for {mu one need only
replace n by nm throughout. The resulting inequalities are essentially due
to Sobolev [24], Strichartz [26], Hansson, and Bre zis and Wainger,
respectively.
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In this paper we focus on the question of when such Sobolev inequalities
are optimal. Thus, let *R and *D be rearrangement-invariant quasinorms,
as defined in Section 2 below, for which there corresponds to each bounded
domain 0 in Rn a constant C=C( |0| )>0 such that
*R(u*(|0| t))C*D( |{mu|* ( |0| t)), u # C m0 (0). (1.4)
We would like to know that in (1.4) *R cannot be effectively increased nor
*D effectively decreased.
In the case m=1 we work, in fact, with an inequality slightly different
from (1.4), namely
*R(u*( |0| t))
C*D \ ddt |[x # R n : |u(x)| >u*( |0| t)] |({u)(x)| dx+ , u # C 10 (0). (1.5)
It will be seen in Section 6 that (1.4) implies (1.5) and that they are equiv-
alent when *R and *D are norms.
As a first step, we reduce inequalities (1.4) and (1.5) to the boundedness
of certain Hardy operators in Theorem 3.1. To see how such operators
arise, consider the case m=1, 2 for smooth radial functions u(x)=u( |x| )
supported in the ball B=[x # Rn : |x|<K &1nn =1((n2)+1)
1n?12] of
unit measure centred at the origin. Setting r=|x|, one has
|({1u)(r)|=|({u)(r)|=|u$(r)|,
with u(r)=Kn
&1n
r u$(s) ds or
u(K &1nn r
1n)=
1
nK 1nn |
1
r
f (t) t(1n)&1 dt, f (t)=u$(s), s=K &1nn t
1n.
Again,
({2u)(r)=(2u)(r)=u"(r)+
n&1
r
u$(r), u(K &1nn )=u$(K
&1n
n )=0,
so that
u(r)=
1
2&n \r2&n |
r
0
({2u)(s) sn&1 ds+|
Kn
&1n
r
({2u)(s) s ds+
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or
u(K &1nn r
1n)=
1
n(2&n) K 2nn \r(2n)&1 |
r
0
f (t) dt+|
1
r
f (t) t (2n)&1 dt+ ,
(1.6)
with f (t)=({2u)(s), s=K &1nn t
1n.
For general u, the connection with Hardy operators is made by a version
of the Po lyaSzego inequality2 when m=1 and by a convolution inequality
of O’Neil when m>1. This connection is sharp when u is radially decreasing.
It is clear the case m=1 will be different from the others, involving as it
does one Hardy operator rather than a pair of dual Hardy operators.
The Hardy operators are used in Theorem 4.1 to associate to a given
range quasinorm *R the domain quasinorm *D which is optimal for it in
(1.4) when m>1 and in (1.5) when m=1. Duality principles are used in
Theorem 4.5 to describe the optimal range norm when the domain
quasinorm is given. We introduce the special class of classical Lorentz
spaces, given by the LorentzKaramata (LK) (quasi-) norms, and in
Theorems 5.11 and 5.12 we characterize those LK quasinorms *R which
are optimal with respect to the quasinorm *D associated to them in
Theorem 4.1. In Section 6 we consider the relationship between (1.4) and
(1.5). Specific examples related to known inequalities are presented in
Section 7.
Results connected to ones in this paper have been recently brought to
our attention. In [19], Yu. V. Netrusov considers imbeddings of the form
*R( f *)C*D( f ), (1.7)
in which *R is an r.i. norm defined for functions on (0, 1) and *D is
the norm of a LizorkinTriebel space, F _E, % , based on an r.i. space E of
functions on [0, 1]n. (Here, 1% and 0<_<n.) He shows that under
certain conditions on *R and E, (1.7) is equivalent to the inequality
*R \|
1
t
f *(s) s(_n)&1 ds+C*E ( f ).
This is related to our Theorem 3.1.
M. Cwikel and E. Pustylnik deal with the Sobolev-type inequality (1.4),
but with r.i. norms. Their generalization of the theorem of Hansson and
Bre zis-Wainger seems to be in a direction different from that of the LK
spaces treated in Section 5. Nevertheless, taking *R to be the norm of the
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2 We thank A. Cianchi for very useful discussions concerning this inequality.
optimal range space G in [8] and associating *D to it as in Theorem 4.1
gives a pair of r.i. norms optimal in (1.4), at least when m>1.
Last, we remark that the inequality of Hansson and Bre zis and Wainger
was anticipated in at least two instances. Thus, it appears as part of the
long paper [21] by Peetre; see [8] for more details on this. Again, for
m=1, it is a consequence of a special case of a capacitary estimate of
Maz’ya [17, p. 109], namely,
|
R+
n-cap([x: |u(x)|>t], 0) d(tn)
nn
(n&1)n1 |0 |({u)(x)|
n dx, u # C 10(0),
together with the lower bound [17, p. 105]
n-cap(F, 0)nn&1Kn_log \ |0||F |+&
1&n
.
2. REARRANGEMENT-INVARIANT QUASINORMS
Suppose 0 is a domain in Rn. Denote by M(0) the class of real-valued
measurable functions on 0 and by M+(0) the class of nonnegative functions
in M(0). Given f # M(0), its nonincreasing rearrangement on (0, |0| ) is
defined by
f *(t)=inf[*>0 : |[x # 0 : | f (x)|>*]|t], 0<t<|0|.
The function f * belongs to the set D(0, |0| ) of nonnegative nonincreasing
functions on (0, |0| ). A detailed treatment of rearrangements may be found
in Bennett and Sharpley [2]. We single out two subadditivity properties,
( f +g)*(t) f * \ t2++ g* \
t
2+ , (2.1)
and
[P( f +g)*](t)(Pf *)(t)+(Pg*)(t), f, g # M(0), 0<t<|0|, (2.2)
where
(Ph)(t)=t&1 |
t
0
h(s) ds, h # M+(0, |0| ), 0<t<|0|. (2.3)
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Also useful will be the fact that, given f, g # M+(0, |0| ), there exists
h # M+(0, |0| ) with
| f *h=| fg, (2.4)
where g*=h*.
Definition 2.1. A quasinorm * on M+(0, 1) is defined by the following
six axioms:
(A1) *( f )0 with *( f )=0 if and only if f =0 a.e.;
(A2) *(cf )=c*( f ), c0;
(A3) *( f +g)C[*( f )+*(g)];
(A4) fnZf implies *( fn)Z*( f );
(A5) *(/(0, 1))<;
(A6) to each s, 0<s<1, there corresponds C=C(s)>0, independent
of f # M+(0, 1), such that
*(Es f )C*( f ), (Es f )(t)= f (st), 0<t<1.
If, in addition, * satisfies
(A7) *( f )=*( f *), we say * is a rearrangement-invariant (r.i.) quasi-
norm.
Definition 2.2. Let * be an r.i. quasinorm. Then, * is said to be a
rearrangement-invariant (r.i.) norm if we can take C=1 in (A3) and if there
exists C>0 such that
|
1
0
f (x) dxC*( f ), f # M+(0, 1). (2.5)
The dual of a quasinorm * is the functional
*$(g)= sup
*(h)=1
|
1
0
g(t) h(t) dt, g, h # M+(0, 1).
When * is rearrangement-invariant, we have, as a consequence of (2.4),
*$(g)=*$d (g*), (2.6)
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where the down dual *$d , is given at g by
*$d (g)= sup
*(h)=1
|
1
0
g(t) h*(t) dt, g, h # M+(0, 1).
Remarks 2.3. (i) A functional * satisfying (A1)(A5), with C=1 in
(A3), and (2.5), is called a Banach function norm. There holds for such a
norm the duality principle
*"=* (2.7)
(see [2, Chap. 1, Theorem 2.7]).
(ii) Axiom (A6) automatically holds for a Banach function norm
which satisfies (A7) [2, Chap. 3, Proposition 5.11].
(iii) Both *$ and *$d obey axioms (A1)(A4) and, moreover, we can
take C=1 in (A3). Again, (A5) is verified by either *$ or *$d if and only if
(2.5) holds for *. We conclude *$ and *$d are Banach function norms if and
only if one has the L1 -imbedding (2.5) for *; indeed, *$ will be an r.i. norm
in view of (2.4) and (A7).
Associated to every r.i. quasinorm * on M+(0, 1) is a pair of indices, of
which only the smaller one will be of interest to us. This is the lower Boyd
index
i*= lim
t  0+
log(1t)
log h*(t)
,
where
h*(t)=sup
f0
*(Et f )
*( f )
, f # M+(0, 1), 0<t<1.
Theorem 2.4 [3]. Suppose * is an r.i. norm on M+(0, 1) and let the
operator P be defined as in (2.3). Then, there exists C>0, independent of
f # M+(0, 1), such that
*(Pf )C*( f )
if and only if i*>1.
We shall now present some example of r.i. quasinorms on M+(0, 1).
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Examples 2.5. (i) The Lebesgue quasinorm *p , 0< p<, is given
by
*p( f )=\|
1
0
| f (t)| p dt+
1p
=\|
1
0
f *(t) p dt+
1p
, f # M+(0, 1).
As is well known, *p is an r.i. norm if and only if 1p<. Also
*( f )=ess sup
0<t<1
| f (t)|= f *(0+)
is an r.i. norm on M+(0, 1).
(ii) A generalization of the Lebesgue quasinorms is given by the
classical Lorentz functionals *,, p defined in terms of a nonnegative
measurable (weight) function , on (0, 1) by
*,, p( f ) :=*p(,f *).
This is an r.i. quasinorm if
|
t
0
, pC |
t2
0
, p, 0<t<1,
when 0< p<, and if
,(t)C,(t2), 0<t<1,
when p= (cf. [5, Corollary 2.2]). Moreover, it is an r.i. norm if and only
if 1p< and , is nonincreasing; see [16].
(iii) An interesting refinement of (1.2), proved in [9], is the double
exponential inequality
inf {*>0 : |0 Bn \
|u(x)|
* + dx1=C \|
|0|
0
|{u|* (t)n logn&1
|0|
t
dt+
1n
,
(2.8)
where Bn(t) is a convex function on R+ equal to exp exp tn$ for large t. The
OrliczLuxemburg norm on the left side of (2.8) is equivalent to
*\_1+log \1+log 1t+&
&1n$
u*( |0| t)+ .
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We now use (2.6) to get tractable expression equivalent to *$ when
*=*,, p , 0< p. In [23, Theorem 1] it was shown that if 1< p<
(and , is any locally integrable weight on (0, 1)), then
*$d (g)r*p$ \,
p&1Pg
P, p ++
*1(g)
*p(,)
, g # M+(0, 1); (2.9)
as usual, the equivalence sign means that the quantities are within constant
multiples of one another, the constants being independent of the functions
involved. The corresponding expression for 0< p1 was obtained in [25,
Theorem 1]:
*$d (g)r* \t
1&(1p)(Pg)(t)
(P, p)(t)1p + , g # M+(0, 1). (2.10)
As for p=, it is clear that when , is nondecreasing on (0, 1), then
*$d (g)=*1 \g,+ , g # M+(0, 1). (2.11)
We conclude that, for g # M+(0, 1),
* \t
1&(1p)(Pg*)(t)
(P, p)(t)1p + if 0< p1,
*$(g)r{*p$ \, p&1Pg*P, p ++*1(g*)*p(,) if 1< p<, (2.12)*1 \g*, + if p=, , nondecreasing.
Remark 2.6. Observe that if 1< p<, then
*p$ \,
p&1Pg*
P, p +|
1
0
,(t) p&1(Pg*)(t)
(P, p)(t)
dt
|
1
0
g*(t) |
1
t
,(s) p&1
s(P, p)(s)
ds dt
|
12
0
g*(t) dt |
1
12
,(s) p&1
s(P, p)(s)
ds
c*1(g),
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in which case *=*,, p has dual
*$(g)r*p$ \,
p&1Pg*
P, p + .
Given the index p, 1< p<, and the weight , on (0, 1) with
|
1
0
,(t) p dt<, (2.13)
it is not difficult to verify that
*( f )=*p(,Pf *), f # M+(0, 1), (2.14)
is an r.i. norm. Thus, for example, the proof that * satisfies (2.5) is similar
to the argument in Remark 2.6.
At one point in Section 5 we will require the following result, which is of
independent interest.
Theorem 2.7. Let 1< p< and suppose the weight , on (0, 1) satisfies
(2.13). Assume, further, that 10(,(t)
pt p) dt= and
|
r
0
,(t) p dtCr p \1+|
1
r
,(t) p
t p
dt+ , 0<r<1. (2.15)
Then, the r.i. norm * defined in (2.14) has dual norm
*$(g)r*p$(g*), g # M+(0, 1),
where
(s) p$=
d
ds _\1+|
1
s
,( y) p
y p
dy+
1&p$
& , 0<s<1. (2.16)
Proof. Observe that
(t) p$=( p$&1) \1+|
1
t
,(s) p
s p
ds+
&p$ ,(t) p
t p
;
also, integrating both sides of (2.16) between 0 and t, we obtain
|
t
0
(s) p$ ds=\1+|
1
t
,(s) p
s p
ds+
1& p$
. (2.17)
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These equations, together with (2.6), (2.12), and Remark 2.6, yield
*$, p$(g)r*p(,Pg*)=*(g).
Thus, by the duality principle (see Remark 2.3(i)), it suffices to show *, p$
is a Banach function norm. According to [23, Theorem 4], this will be true
if and only if
\|
r
0
 p$+
1p$
\|
r
0
(P p$)1& p+
1p
Cr, 0<r<1.
But, by (2.17),
|
r
0
(P p$)(t)1& p dt=|
r
0
t p&1 \|
t
0
 p$+
1& p
dt
=
r p
p \1+|
1
r
,(t) p
t p
dt++|
r
0
t p&1 |
r
t
,(s) p
s p
ds dt
Cr p \1+|
1
r
,(t) p
t p
dt+ , (2.18)
since
|
r
0
t p&1 |
r
t
,(s) p
s p
ds dt=
1
p |
r
0
,(t) p dtCr p \1+|
1
r
,(t) p
t p
dt+ ,
by (2.15). The result now follows from (2.17) and (2.18). K
Remark 2.8. The norm (2.14) defines a space denoted by 1 p(, p) in
[23]. An expression equivalent to the dual norm, *$1 p(, p) , was obtained in
[12], but it is not always easy to compute. Theorem 2.7 thus gives a more
tractable way to deal with the dual norm, provided (2.15) is satisfied. This
is the case, for example, whenever
|
r
0
, pC |
2r
r
, p, 0<r<12,
and so, in particular, whenever , is nondecreasing on (0, 1).
3. THE REDUCTION TO HARDY OPERATORS
The principal goal of this section is to prove
Theorem 3.1. Fix m, n # Z+ satisfying n2 and 1mn&1. Let *R
be an r.i. quasinorm on M+(0, 1). Then, when m=1, a necessary and
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sufficient condition that (1.5) hold with *R and a quasinorm *D on M+(0, 1)
is the existence of K>0 for which
*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+K*D( f ), f # M+(0, 1). (3.1)
When n3 and 2mn&1, a necessary and sufficient condition that (1.4)
hold for *R and another r.i. quasinorm *D on M+(0, 1) is the existence of
K>0 for which
*R \|
1
t
(Pf )(s) s(mn)&1 ds+K*D( f ), f # D(0, 1), f (1&)=0. (3.2)
Remark 3.2. A short argument involving Fubini’s theorem and (A6)
yields (3.2) equivalent to
*R \t(mn)&1 |
t
0
f (s) ds+|
1
t
f (s) s(mn)&1 ds+K*D( f ), (3.3)
where f # D(0, 1), f (1&)=0, which is the condition we are led to expect
from (1.6). Moreover, Theorem 3.8 will show the requirement f # D(0, 1),
f (1&)=0 can be replaced by f # M+(0, 1).
The sufficiency parts of Theorem 3.1 follow from Theorem 3.5; the
necessity parts from Theorem 3.8. To prove the former, we use, when
m=1, an appropriate version of the Po lyaSzego inequality due to Talenti
(Proposition 3.3), while in the case n3 and 2mn&1, we use O’Neil’s
convolution inequality (Theorem 3.4).
Proposition 3.3 [27, p. 203]. Let u # C 10(R
n). Then
&s1n$
du*
ds
Cn
d
ds |[x # Rn : |u(x)|>u*(s)] |({u)(x)| dx (3.4)
for a.a. s # R+ , where Cn=n&1K &1nn , Kn=?
n21((n2)+1)&1 being the
measure of the n-dimensional unit ball.
Theorem 3.4 [20]. Let f, g # M+(Rn). Then, their convolution
( f V g)(x)=|
Rn
f ( y) g(x& y) dy, x # Rn,
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satisfies, for t # R+ , the inequality
( f V g)* (t)[P( f V g)*](t)
t(Pf *)(t)(Pg*)(t)+|

t
f *(s) g*(s) ds. (3.5)
Theorem 3.5. Let m, n and *R be as in Theorem 3.1. Then, when m=1,
(1.5) holds with *R and a quasinorm *D on M+(0, 1), given (3.1) and, when
n3 and 2mn&1, (1.4) holds with *R and another r.i. quasinorm *D on
M+(0, 1), given (3.2).
Proof. Suppose m=1 and let u # C 10(0). Then, using (3.4) and (3.1), we
get
*R(u*( |0| t))Cn*R \|
1
t
s(1n)&1
d
ds |[x # Rn : |u(x)| >u*( |0| s)] |{u(x)| dx ds+
K Cn*D \ ddt |[x # Rn : |u(x)|>u*( |0| t)] |({u)(x)| dx+ .
Again, when n3 and 2mn&1 (and, indeed, when m=1)
|u(x)|C |
Rn
|({mu)( y)|
|x& y|n&m
dy, u # C m0 (R
n),
where C>0 depends only on m and n; see [30, Remark 2.8.6]. The
inequality (3.5) yields, for 0<t<|0|,
u*(t)C _ nm t(mn)&1 |
t
0
|{mu|* (s) ds+|
|0|
t
|{mu|* (s) s(mn)&1 ds& . (3.6)
(The constant C is given explicitly in [1, p. 390].)
Now, for R=|0|,
(Pf *)(t) f *(t), f # M+(0, R), 0<t<R,
and
|
R
t2
(Pf *)( y) y(mn)&1dy|
t
t2
y(mn)&2 |
t2
0
f *(s) ds dy
ct(mn)&1 |
t
0
f *(s) ds.
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Thus,
*R \t(mn)&1 |
t
0
f *(s) ds+|
R
t
f *(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
C*R \|
R
t2
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
Ch*R(
1
2) *R \|
R
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ . (3.7)
It follows from (3.6), (3.7), and (3.2) that
*R(u*(|0| t))Ch*R(
1
2) |0|
mn *R \|
1
t
(P |{mu|*)( |0| s) s(mn)&1 ds+
KCh*R(
1
2) |0|
mn *D( |{
mu|* ( |0| t)). K
In the proof of the necessity parts of Theorem 3.1 we restrict attention to
nonnegative radial functions g on balls centred at the origin in Rn. We
write g(x)= g( |x| ), where g is thought of as a function on R+ as well as
on Rn.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose g is a nonnegative, absolutely continuous, radial
function, integrable on BR=[x # Rn : |x|<R]. Set r=|x| and define (Ig)(x)=
(Ig)(r)=[ | y|r] g( y) dy and (I$g)(x)=(I$g)(r)=[r| y|R] g( y) dy for
0<r<R. Let U0=20 be the identity operator, and, when n>2, denote by
U j, j # Z+, the j th iterate of the operator U given at g and x, x # BR , by
(Ug)(x)=(Ug)(r)=
1
2&n \r2&n |
r
0
g(s) sn&1 ds+|
R
r
g(s) s ds+ .
Then, for j # Z+, x # BR ,
(2 jU jg)(x)= g(r) and |{(2 jU jIg)(x)|=|{(2 jU jI$g)(x)|=g(r).
(3.8)
Proof. Since |({h)(x)|=|h$(r)| when h is radial, it is enough to prove
(3.8) when j=1. (The case j=0 is obvious.) For convenience, set u=Ug.
Now, (2u)(x)=(2u)(r)=u"(r)+((n&1)r) u$(r), with
(2&n) u$(r)=(2&n) r1&n |
r
0
g(s) sn&1 ds,
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and
(2&n) u"(r)=(n&2)(n&1) r&n |
r
0
g(s) sn&1 ds+(2&n) g(r).
Thus,
(2&n)(2u)(r)
=((n&2)(n&1)+(2&n)(n&1)) r&n |
r
0
g(s) sn&1 ds+(2&n) g(r),
or (2u)(r)= g(r). K
Lemma 3.7. Suppose n2 and let U, g, I, and I$ be as in Lemma 3.6.
Then, for j=1, ..., [n2],
(U jg)(x)=(U jg)(r)
c \(21& jr)2 j&n |
21&jr
0
g(s) sn&1 ds+|
R
2 j&1r
g(s) s2 j&1 ds+ , (3.9)
0<r<21& jR, and
(U j[I+I$] g)(x)=(U j[I+I$] g)(r)
c \(2& jr)2 j+1&n |
2&jr
0
g(s) sn&1 ds+|
R
2 jr
g(s) s2 j ds+ ,
(3.10)
0<r<2& jR.
Proof. Clearly, when j=1 one has equality in (3.9) with c=1(n&2).
Suppose, next, that, for some j, 2( j+1)<n and (3.9) holds. Then,
(U j+1g)(r)=U(U jg)(r)
c \r2&n |
r
0
tn&1(21& jt)2 j&n |
21&jt
0
g(s) sn&1 ds dt
+|
R
r
t |
R
2 j&1t
g(s) s2 j&1 ds dt+
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c \r2&n |
2&jr
0
g(s) sn&1 |
r
r2
(21& j)2 j&n t2 j&1 dt ds
+|
R
2 j&1r
g(s) s2 j&1 |
21&js
r
t dt ds+
c \(2& jr)2( j+1)&n |
2&jr
0
g(s) sn&1 ds
+|
R
2 jr
g(s) s2 j&1 |
21&js
2& js
t dt ds+
c \(2& jr)2( j+1)&n |
2&jr
0
g(s) sn&1 ds
+|
R
2 jr
g(s) s2( j+1)&1 ds+ ,
proving (3.9) for j+1 and 0<r<2& jR.
From (3.9), now proved, we obtain
(U jIg)(r)c(21& jr)2 j&n |
21&jr
0
tn&1 |
t
0
g(s) ds dt
=c(21& jr)2 j&n |
21&jr
0
g(s) |
21&jr
s
tn&1 dt ds
c(2& jr)2 j&n |
2&jr
0
g(s) |
21&jr
2&jr
tn&1 dt ds
c(2& jr)2 j&n |
2&jr
0
g(s) ds(2& jr)n
c(2& jr)2 j+1&n |
2&jr
0
g(s) sn&1 ds.
Similarly,
(U jI$g)(r)c |
R
2 jr
g(s) s2 j ds. K
Theorem 3.8. Let m, n, and *R be as in Theorem 3.1. Then, whenever
(1.5) holds, with *R and a quasinorm *d on M+(0, 1) we have
*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+K*D( f ), f # M+(0, 1). (3.11)
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Again, if n3 and 2mn&1 and (1.4) holds, with *R and another r.i.
quasinorm *D on M+(0, 1), we have
*R \|
1
t
(Pf )(s) s(mn)&1 ds+K*D( f ), f # M+(0, 1). (3.12)
Proof. Consider g # M+(0, 1) and define h(x)= g(Kn |x|n), x # B, the
ball about the origin with radius K &1nn . Then, h is a nonnegative radial
function with
|[x # B : h(x)>*]|= |[t # (0, 1) : g(t)>*]|, t>0,
so that h*(t)= g*(t), 0<t<1.
Suppose m=1 and take any f # M+(0, 1) which is positive a.e. Set
u(x)=1Kn |x|n f (t) t
(1n)&1 dt on B and set it equal to zero on Rn"B. Then,
u is a radial function with |({u)(x)|=nK 1nn f (Kn |x|
n), x # B. Further, by
the observations in the first paragraph,
u*(t)=|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds, 0<t<1, (3.13)
and, since u* is strictly decreasing,
|[x # Rn : |u(x)|>u*(t)]|=|[s # (0, 1) : u*(s)>u*(t)]|=t, 0<t<1.
Therefore,
d
dt |[x # Rn: |u(x)|>u*(t)] |({u)(x)| dx
=nK 1+(1n)n
d
dt |
(tKn)
1n
0
f (Kn yn) yn&1 dy
=K 1nn
d
dt |
t
0
f (s) ds (s=Kn yn)
=K 1nn f (t). (3.14)
Given (1.5), substitution of such a u in the inequality yields (3.11), in view
of (3.13) and (3.14).
We now look at the case n3 and 2mn&1. For f # M+(0, 1),
define g(x)= f (Kn |x| n) on B and set it equal to zero on Rn"B, so that
g*(t)= f *(t), t # (0, 1), and for any r.i. quasinorm *, *(g*)=*( f ). Set
u(x)=u( |x| )={(U
jg)( |x| )
(U j (I+I$) g)( |x| )
when m=2 j
when m=2 j+1.
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Then, u is a radial function with ({mu)(x)= g( |x| )= g(x), by (3.8).
Moreover, from (3.9) and (3.10),
u(x)c _(2& jm |x| )m&n |
2&j |x|
0
g(r) rn&1 dr+|
Kn
&1n
2 j |x|
g(r) rm&1 dr& .
Hence, (1.4) implies
*R \(2&njt) (mn)&1 |
2&njt
0
f (s) ds+|
1
2njt
f (s) s(mn)&1 ds+K*D( f ).
(3.15)
By (A6), (3.15) is equivalent to
*R \t(mn)&1 |
t
0
f (s) ds+|
1
t
f (s) s(mn)&1 ds+K*D( f ). (3.16)
Finally, using Fubini’s theorem,
|
1
t
(Pf )(s) s(mn)&1 ds=|
1
t
s(mn)&2 ds |
t
0
f (s) ds+|
1
t
f (s) |
1
s
y (mn)&2 dy ds

n
n&m \t(mn)&1 |
t
0
f (s) ds+|
1
t
f (s) s(mn)&1 ds+ ,
and (3.12) follows from (3.16). K
4. THE OPTIMAL DOMAIN AND THE OPTIMAL RANGE
Theorem 3.1 will now be applied, as in [14], to associate to a given r.i.
quasinorm *R the essentially smallest quasinorm *D for which (1.5) holds
when m=1 and (1.4) holds when n3 and 2mn&1; in the latter case,
*D is rearrangement-invariant.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose m, n # Z+ , with n2 and 1mn&1. Let *R
be an r.i. quasinorm on M+(0, 1). For f # M+(0, 1) define
*D( f )=*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+ if m=1 (4.1)
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and
*D( f )=*R \|
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ if n3 and 2mn&1.
(4.2)
Then, *D is a quasinorm on M+(0, 1) with the property that to each bounded
domain 0 in Rn there corresponds C=C( |0| )>0 such that (1.5) holds when
m=1 and (1.4) holds when n3 and 2mn&1. Moreover, it is the
smallest such quasinorm when m=1 and the smallest such r.i. quasinorm
when n3 and 2mn&1, in the sense that if * is another, then there
exists K>0 for which
*D( f )K*( f ), f # M+(0, 1).
Proof. We first verify that *D is indeed a quasinorm on M+(0, 1). To
get (A1), (A2) and (A4) for *D requires only the corresponding axioms for
*R and, when m>1, elementary properties of rearrangements. As for (A3)
in the case m>1 (the case m=1 is even simpler) we have, by (2.2) and
(A3) for *R ,
*D( f + g)*R \|
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
C[*D( f )+*D(g)]. (4.3)
Next,
*D(/(0, 1))*R \|
1
t
(P/ (0, 1))(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
*R \/ (0, 1) |
1
0
s(mn)&1 ds+

n
m
*R(/(0, 1))<,
and we have (A5). Further, (A6) for *D follows from (A6) for *R after a
simple change of variable and, if m>1, (A7) is obvious.
Finally, if m=1 and (1.5) holds with * instead of *D , Theorem 3.1
implies
*D( f )=*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+C*( f ), f # M+(0, 1);
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again, if m>1 and (1.4) holds with * instead of *D , Theorem 3.1 yields
*D( f )=*R \|
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
C*( f *)=C*( f ), f # M+(0, 1). K
Theorem 4.2. Suppose m, n # Z+ , with n2 and 1mn&1. Let *R
be an r.i. quasinorm on M+(0, 1). If *R satisfies the subadditive property
*R( f + g)*R( f )+*R(g), f, g # M+(0, 1), (4.4)
then so will the *D defined by (4.1) and (4.2). In any case, *D satisfies the
L1-imbedding property (2.5) when n3 and 2mn&1.
Proof. The assertion concerning subadditivity is immediate when m=1
and it follows from (4.3) (with C=1) when m>1.
Again, given f # M+(0, 1) and m>1,
*D( f )*R \/(0, 12)(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
*R \/(0, 12)(t) |
1
12
s(mn)&1 ds(Pf *)(1)+
c*R(/(0, 12)) |
1
0
f *(t) dt
c*R(/(0, 12)) |
1
0
f (x) dx. K
Remark 4.3. The example *R( f )=*1( f ), f # M+(0, 1), for which (4.1)
becomes *D( f )=*1(t1nf (t)), shows *D need not satisfy (2.5) when m=1.
Given an r.i. norm *R , the r.i. quasinorm * defined by
*( f )=*R \|
1
t
f *(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ ,
has the virtue of simplicity, while the one defined by (4.2) is guaranteed by
Theorem 4.2 to have additional properties. Thus, it is of interest to know
when the two are equivalent; that is, when there exists C>0 with
*R \|
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+C*R \|
1
t
f *(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ , f # M+(0, 1).
(4.5)
(Of course, the converse inequality is obvious.)
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Theorem 4.4. Let *R be an r.i. norm on M+(0, 1). Suppose m, n # Z+ ,
where n2 and 1mn&1. Then, (4.5) holds whenever the lower index iR
of *R satisfies iR>n(n&m).
Proof. Fix g # M+(0, 1), with *$R(g)=1. Then, by Fubini’s theorem,
|
1
0
g*(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds dt
=|
1
0
(Pf *)(t)(Pg*)(t) tmn dt
=|
1
0
(Pg*)(t) t(mn)&1 |
t
0
f *(s) ds dt.
Two further applications of Fubini’s theorem, together with an elementary
change of variable, yield
|
1
0
g*(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds dt
=|
1
0
|
1
0
(Pg*)(t) f *(ts) tmn ds dt
=|
1
0
|
1
0
g*(t) |
1
t
f *(su) u(mn)&1 du dt ds
=|
1
0
s&mn |
1
0
g*(t) |
s
st
f *( y) y(mn)&1 dy dt ds
|
1
0
s&mn |
1
0
g*(t) |
1
st
f *( y) y(mn)&1 dy dt ds.
Taking the supremum over g, we obtain
*R \|
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
|
1
0
s&mn*R \|
1
st
f *( y) y(mn)&1 dy+ ds
\|
1
0
s&mnh*R(s) ds+ *R \|
1
t
f *( y) y(mn)&1 dy+ .
But (see [3]), iR>n(n&m) is equivalent to 10 s
&mnh*R(s) ds<. K
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Theorem 4.5. Let n # Z+ , n2, and suppose * is a quasinorm on
M+(0, 1) such that
|
1
0
f (t) t1n dtC*( f ), f # M+(0, 1). (4.6)
Then, the functional _ defined by
_(g)=*$(t1n(Pg*)(t))
is an r.i. norm on M+(0, 1). Moreover, (1.5) holds or *R=_$ and *D=*, _$
being the largest such r.i. range norm.
Proof. According to Remark 2.3(iii), *$ satisfies (A1)(A4) with C=1 in
(A3). Moreover, it is readily seen that _ inherits these properties from *$.
Axiom (A5) for _ follows from (4.6); (A7) is immediate. To prove _ is a
Banach function norm it only remains to verify (2.5); in that case, (A6)
automatically holds (Remark 2.3(ii)). But,
*$(t1n(Pg*)(t))|
1
0
/(0, 1)(t)
*(/(0, 1))
t1n(Pg*)(t) dt
*(/(0, 1))&1 \|
1
0
t1n dt+ (Pg*)(1)
cn |
1
0
g*(t) dt
cn |
1
0
g(x) dx, g # M+(0, 1),
where cn=(n(n+1)) *(/(0, 1))&1.
For f, g # M+(0, 1),
|
1
0
f (t) t1n(Pg*)(t) dt=|
1
0
g*(t) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds dt,
so
_$ \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+C*( f ),
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is equivalent to
*$(t1n(Pg*)(t))C_(g).
We conclude from Theorem 3.1 that *R=_$ is the largest r.i. range norm
such that (1.5) holds with *D=*. K
Theorem 4.6. Let m, n # Z+ , n3, and 2mn&1. Suppose * is a
quasinorm on M+(0, 1) for which the L1 imbedding (2.5) holds. Then, the
functional _ defined at g # M+(0, 1) by
_(g)=*$ \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
is an r.i. norm on M+(0, 1). Moreover, if * is rearrangement-invariant, then
(1.4) holds for *R=_$ and *D=*, _$ being the largest such r.i. range norm.
Proof. Remark 2.3(iii) guarantees *$ satisfies (A1)(A4) with C=1 in
(A3); it also satisfies (A5), given (2.5) for *. Indeed, (2.5) also holds for *$,
because
|
1
0
g(x) dx=*(/(0, 1)) |
1
0
/(0, 1)(x)
*(/(0, 1))
g(x) dx*(/(0, 1)) *$(g).
Since, in addition, *$ obeys (A7), it is an r.i. Banach function norm, so we
get (A6) too, as in Theorem 4.5. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 ensure _ is an r.i.
norm and, in fact, the smallest one for which
*$ \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+C_(g), g # M+(0, 1). (4.7)
Now,
|
1
0
f *(t) |
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds dt
=|
1
0
(Pf *)(t)(Pg*)(t) tmn dt
=|
1
0
g*(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds dt,
so (4.7) is equivalent to _$ being the largest r.i. norm such that (1.4) holds
with *D=*. K
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5. OPTIMAL PAIRS OF LORENTZKARAMATA QUASINORMS
We now apply the constructions of the previous section to a family of
classical Lorentz quasinorms which includes all the particular examples
from the Introduction and (2.8) as well. We consider the question of when
the optimal domain quasinorm *D associated to *R in Theorem 4.1 has *R
as its optimal range quasinorm.
Definition 5.1. A positive function b is said to be slowly varying (s.v.)
on (1, ), in the sense of Karamata, if for each =>0, t=b(t) is eventually
increasing and t&=b(t) is eventually decreasing.
Examples 5.2. The following functions are slowly varying on (1, ).
(i) b(t)=(e+log t): (log(e+log t));, :, ; # R;
(ii) b(t)=exp(- log t).
The properties of slowly varying functions are discussed in some detail
in [31, Chap. 2, p. 184], see also [15]. We list some that will be needed
later.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that b is slowly varying on (1, ). Then,
(i) br is slowly varying on (1, ) for all r # R;
(ii) 1t&1 s
&1b(s&1) ds is slowly varying on (1, ) and (see [31,
Chap. 2, p. 186])
lim
t  
b(t)
1t&1 s
&1b(s&1) ds
=0, (5.1)
(iii) limt   b(ct)b(t)=1 for all c>0.
Definition 5.4. Let 1p, q, and suppose b is slowly varying on
(1, ). The function ,=,p, q; b is given by
,(t)=t(1p)&(1q)b(t&1), 0<t<1.
Remark 5.5. For q<, the function ,q is integrable on (0, 1), except,
possibly, when p=.
Definition 5.6. Let p, q, b, and , be as in Definition 5.4. Assume that
*q(t&1qb(t&1))< when p=. The LorentzKaramata (LK) quasinorm
*=*p, q; b is given at f # M+(0, 1) by
*( f )=*q(,f *). (5.2)
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One readily verifies that * is indeed an r.i. quasinorm on M+(0, 1) in the
sense of Definition 2.1. Standard calculations (see [3]) yield
i*= p, *=*p, q; b . (5.3)
The generalized LorentzZygmund quasinorms, with b as in the first of
Examples 5.2; are LK quasinorms which have been intensively studied
recently; see, for example, [10].
We shall make substantial use of the weighted norm inequalities collected
in
Proposition 5.7. Let u, v be weights on (0, 1) and fix q, 1<q<.
Then,
(i) *q(uPf )C*q(vf ), f # M+(0, 1), if and only if
\|
1
t
s&qu(s)q ds+
1q
\|
t
0
v(s)&q$ ds+
1q$
C, t # (0, 1); (5.4)
(ii) *q(u(t) 1t f (s) s
&1 ds)C*q(vf ), f # M+(0, 1), if and only if
\|
t
0
u(s)q ds+
1q
\|
1
t
s&q$v(s)&q$ ds+
1q$
C, t # (0, 1); (5.5)
(iii) *(uPf )C*(vf ), f # M+(0, 1), if and only if
1
t |
t
0
v(s)&1 dsCu(t)&1, a.a. t # (0, 1); (5.6)
and
(iv) *(u(t) 1t f (s)(dss))C*(vf ), f # M+(0, 1), if and only if
|
1
t
v(s)&1
ds
s
Cu(t)&1, a.a. t # (0, 1). (5.7)
Proof. For (i) and (ii) see [18]. It is a simple exercise to prove (iii) and
(iv). K
Remark 5.8. One readily verifies that if u(t)=v(t)=t:b(t&1), where b is
slowly varying on (1, ), then (5.4) is satisfied whenever :<1q$, (5.5)
whenever :>&1q, (5.6) whenever :<1, and (5.7) whenever :>0.
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Theorem 5.9. Let *=*p, q; b be an LK quasinorm. Then, * is a classical
Lorentz norm if p>q or if p=q and b is nondecreasing on (1, ). Moreover,
* is equivalent to the r.i. norm P=Pp, q; b defined by
P( f )=*q(,Pf *), f # M+(0, 1),
if and only if p>1.
Proof. Only the last assertion needs to be verified. We always have
*( f )P( f ), since f *Pf *. Moreover, when p>1, there exists, by
Remark 5.8, a C>0, independent of f # M+(0, 1), such that
P( f )C*( f ). (5.8)
However, if p=1 and q<, then (5.8) is not true, since, for a # (0, 1),
*(/(0, a))=\|
a
0
tq&1b(t&1)q dt+
1q
rab(a&1),
whereas
P(/(0, a))\|
1
a \
a
t+
q
tq&1b(t&1)q dt+
1q
=a \|
1
a
t&1b(t&1)q dt+
1q
,
whence, by (5.1) applied to bq,
P(/(0, a))
*(/(0, a))
  as a  0+ .
Again, when p=1 and q=, the function f (t)=t&1b(t&1)&1 satisfies
*( f )< but P( f )=, as follows from an estimate analogous to
(5.1). K
Remark 5.10. Lemma 5.3 guarantees that both b(t&1)&1 and
b(t)q&1
1t0 s
&1b(s&1)q ds
(when q<) are slowly varying on (1, ) whenever b is.
Now we are in a position to state and prove the main results of this
section.
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Theorem 5.11. Fix p and q with 1p, q. Suppose b is a slowly
varying function on (1, ), which is such that ,(t)=t(1p)&(1q)b(t&1)
satisfies *q(,)<. Let
*R( f )={*q(,f *)*q(,Pf *)
when p>q,
when pq,
and
*D( f )=*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+ , n # Z+ , n2.
Then, *R and *D are optimal in (1.5) as an r.i. norm and a Banach function
norm, respectively.
Proof. We remark that *R is equivalent to an r.i. norm by Theorem 5.9
and *D is a Banach function norm by Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.
In view of Theorem 4.1, only the optimality of *R needs to be shown. To
this end, we prove
*$R(g)r*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t)),
and then invoke Theorem 4.5 with _=*$R and *=*D . Observe that *=*D
always satisfies the hypothesis (4.6) of Theorem 4.5. Indeed, fix 0<g # D(0, 1),
*q$(g)=1. When p>q,
*D( f )=*q \,(t) |
1
t
f ( y) y(1n)&1 dy+
|
1
0
g(t) ,(t) |
1
t
f ( y) y (1n)&1dy dt
|
1
0
f ( y) y1ny&1 |
y
0
,(t) g(t) dt dy
_|
1
0
,(t) g(t) dt& |
1
0
f ( y) y1n dy;
when pq,
*D( f )=*q \,(t) t&1 |
t
0
|
1
s
f ( y) y(1n)&1 dy ds+
|
1
0
g(t) ,(t) t&1 |
t
0
|
1
s
f ( y) y(1n)&1 dy ds dt
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|
1
0
g(t) ,(t) t&1 |
t
0
f ( y) y1n dy dt
+|
1
0
g(t) ,(t) |
1
t
f ( y) y1n
dy
y
dt
_|
1
12
,(t) g(t) t&1 dt& |
12
0
f ( y) y1n dy
+_|
12
0
,(t) g(t) dt& |
1
12
f ( y) y1n
dy
y
c |
1
0
f ( y) y1ndy.
Now, one always has
*$R(g)*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t)).
This is readily seen from
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))=sup
f0
10 f (t) t
1n(Pg*)(t) dt
*D( f )
=sup
f0
10 g*(t) 
1
t f (s) s
(1n)&1 ds dt
*D( f )
sup
f0
*$R(g) *R(1t f (s) s
(1n)&1 ds)
*D( f )
and the definition of *D( f ). (Here and below, f and g are arbitrary functions
in M+(0, 1). The constants occurring explicitly or implicitly in inequalities,
equivalences, etc., are meant to be independent of the functions involved.)
Hence, it just remains to show
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))c*$R(g).
Assume, first, that 1< p, q<. Then, u=v=, satisfy (5.4), so
*R( f )r*q(,f *).
Thus, by Remark 2.6,
*$R(g)r*q$\,
q&1
P,q
Pg*+r*q$ \Pg*, + . (5.9)
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Again, since u=v=, satisfy (5.5) (Remark 5.8),
*D( f )r*q(t1n,(t) f (t)).
So,
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))c*q$ \t
&1nt1n(Pg*)(t)
,(t) +c*$R(g) by (5.9).
If p= and 1<q<, then
*R( f )=*q(,f *),
and, by Remark 2.6,
*$R(g)r*q$(Pg*), (5.10)
where
(t)=
,(t)q&1
(P,q)(t)
=
t1qb(t&1)q&1
t0 s
&1b(s&1)q ds
.
Further, since u(t)=,(t), v(t)=1(t) satisfy (5.5),
*D( f )=*q \,(t) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+C*q \f (t) t
1n
(t) + .
Hence,
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))c*q$(t&1n(t) t1n(Pg*)(t))
=c*q$(Pg*)c*$R(g) by (5.10).
Next, suppose 1< p< and q=1. Here,
*R( f )=*1(,f *),
*$R(g)r* \Pg*P, +r* \
Pg*
, + ,
and, by Fubini’s theorem,
*D( f )=*1 \,(t) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+
=*1(t1n(P,)(t) f (t))r*1(t1n,(t) f (t)).
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Therefore,
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))r* \t
1n(Pg*)(t)
t1n,(t) +=* \
Pg*
, +r*$R(g).
Let p= and q=1. Then *R( f )=*1(,f *) and hence, by (2.10) and
(2.6),
*$R(g)r* \Pg*P, + .
By Fubini’s theorem,
*D( f )=*1(t1n(P,)(t) f (t)).
Consequently,
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))r* \t
1n(Pg*)(t)
t1n(P,)(t) +=* \
Pg*
P, +r*$R(g).
We consider now the most involved case, namely p=1. If *R( f )=*1( f )
(that is, if p=q=1 and b#1), then *R is optimal. Indeed, for this *R ,
*D( f )=*1(t1nf (t)),
whence,
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))r* \t
1nPg*(t)
t1n +=*(Pg*)=*$R(g).
Given p=1 and 1<q<, we may suppose *1(t&1b(t&1)q)=;
otherwise,
*q(t1&(1q)b(t&1)) *1( f )*R( f )*1(t&1b(t&1)q) *1( f ),
or *R( f )r*1( f ), and the latter norm has been dealt with above. Thus,
*R( f )=*q(t1&(1q)b(t&1)(Pf *)(t)),
and Theorem 2.7 yields
*$R(g)r*q$(g*),
where
(t)=
t(1q)&1b(t&1)q&1
1+1t s
&1b(s&1)q ds
.
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Again
*D( f )=*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+
r*q(,(t) P( f (s) s1n)(t))+*q \,(t) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+ .
Now,
*q \,(t) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+C*q(,(t) f (t) t1n) by Remark 5.8
and, as u(t)=,(t), v(t)=1(t) satisfy (5.4),
*q(,(t) P( f (s) s1n)(t))C*q \f (t) t
1n
(t) + .
But,
,(t)
C
(t)
,
so
*D( f )C*q \ t
1n
(t)
f (t)+ .
We conclude
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))c*q$((t) t&1nt1n(Pg*)(t))
=c*q$(Pg*)c*q$(g*)rc*$R(g).
When p=q=1, we have
*R( f )=*1(b(t&1)(Pf *)(t))=*1(;f *), ;(t)=|
1
t
b(s&1)
ds
s
,
hence
*D( f )=*1 \;(t) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+=*1(Bf ), B(t)=t1n(P;)(t).
Therefore,
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))r* \t
1n(Pg*)(t)
B(t) +=* \
Pg*
P; +r*$R(g) by (2.10).
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There remain the cases in which q=. For 1< p<, q=,
Remark 5.8 yields, successively,
*R( f )=*(,Pf *)r*(,f *),
and
*D( f )=*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+
r* \,(t) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+C*(t1n,(t) f (t)).
Thus, from (2.11) and (2.6),
*$R(g)r*1 \g*, + ,
and
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))c*1 \t
1n(Pg*)(t)
t1n,(t) +=c*1 \
Pg*
, +c*$R(g).
Let p=q=, so that
*R( f )=*(b(t&1)(Pf *)(t)).
It is possible to make a number of assumptions about b without any loss
of generality. First, that lim supt   b(t)<, since otherwise *R( f )< if
and only if f#0 a.e. Second, that lim inft   b(t)=0, the alternative being
*R r* , in which case *R is optimal for
*D( f )=* \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+=*1(t(1n)&1f (t)).
Third, that b is continuous, as may be seen from the easily verified fact that
;(t)=t&1 2tt b(s) ds is slowly varying on (1, ), with ;rb. Lastly, that b
is nonincreasing. Indeed, the previous assumptions guarantee that
B(t)=sups>t b(s) is a well-defined nonincreasing function; moreover, B is
slowly varying on (1, ) with *(B(t&1)(Pf *)(t))< if and only if
*(b(t&1)(Pf *)(t))<, since for =>0, 1<t1<t2 and some {t1 ,
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t=1 B(t1)=t
=
1b({)
{{
=b({)t=1 b(t2)
t=1B(t2)
if {t2 ;
if {>t2 ;
t=2 B(t2),
and, for 0<t<1 and some 0<{<t,
b(t&1)(Pf *)(t)B(t&1)(Pf *)(t)=b({&1)(Pf *)(t)b({&1)(Pf *)({).
All together, then, it suffices to consider slowly varying functions b on (1, ),
which are nonincreasing, continuous, and such that limt   b(t)=0.
Now,
*R( f )=*(b(t&1)(Pf *)(t))r*(b(t&1) f *(t)).
Since b(t&1) is nondecreasing and *R is an r.i. norm, (2.11) gives
*$R(g)r*1 \ g*(t)b(t&1)+ .
As (5.7) holds with u(t)=b(t&1) and v(t)=&t&1(ddt) b(t&1)&1, we have
*D( f )r* \b(t&1) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+
C* \& t
&1
(ddt) b(t&1)&1
t1nf (t)+ ,
which means
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))c*1 \&t ddt b(t&1)&1 (Pg*)(t)+
=c*1 \& ddt b(t&1)&1 |
t
0
g*(s) ds+
c*1 \ g*(t)b(t&1)+ by Fubini’s theorem
c*$R(g).
Finally, take p=1 and q=. Arguments similar to those in the
previous case show it is enough to look at slowly varying b which increase
continuously to infinity on (1, ). Letting ;(t)=t&1 2tt b(s) ds, we have
*R( f )r*(t;(t&1)(Pf *)(t)).
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Hence, from (2.10), *R is the dual of
*(g)=*1(g*),
where
(t)=
d
dt
;(t&1) &1
C
,(t)
, (5.11)
which implies
*$R(g)C*1(g*).
Further, (5.6) and (5.7) imply, in turn,
*D( f )=* \,(t) P \|
1
s
f ( y) y(1n)&1 dy+ (t)+
=* \,(t) P( f (s) s1n)(t)+,(t) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+
C[*(t1n(t)&1 f (t))+*(t1n,(t) f (t))]
C*(t1n(t)&1 f (t)) by (5.11).
Thus,
*$D(t1n(Pg*)(t))c*1 \t
1n(Pg*)(t)
t1n(t)&1 +=c*1(Pg*)
c*1(g*)c*$R(g). K
Theorem 5.12. Let p, q, ,, and *R be as in Theorem 5.11. Suppose
m, n # Z+ are such that n3 and 2mn&1. Given f # M+(0, 1), define
*D( f )=*R \|
1
t
Pf *(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ .
Then, *R and *D are r.i. norms which are optimal in (1.4) if 1p$<nm;
otherwise, *D is optimal but *R is not except, possibly, when p$=nm, q=
and b is bounded away from zero.
Proof. The initial remark in Theorem 5.11, together with Theorems 4.1
and 4.2 guarantee that *R and *D are r.i. norms. Once again, just the
optimality of *R is in question. We examine this by cases.
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Case 1. 1p$<nm.
Assume, first, that 1<q<. It suffices to get *R optimal in (1.4) for
some r.i. norm. In view of Theorem 4.6, we need only find an r.i. norm *
such that
*$R(g)r*$ \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ . (5.12)
By Theorem 5.9 (note that p>1, since p$<nm)
*R( f )r*q(,f *),
so, from Remark 2.6,
*$R(g)r*q$(Pg*), (5.13)
where
(t)={
,(t)&1, when p<,
t1qb(t&1)q&1
 t0 s
&1b(s&1)q ds
, when p=.
We claim that a suitable choice for * is the one with dual norm
*$(g)=*q$(t&mn(t)(Pg*)(t)).
Observe that because u(t)=v(t)=t&mn(t) satisfy (5.4) with q$ instead
of q,
*$(g)r*q$(t&mn(t) g*(t)). (5.14)
Now,
*$ \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
*q$ \/(0, 12)(t) t&mn(t) |
2t
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1ds+
c*q$(/(0, 12)(t) (2t)(Pg*)(2t))
c*$R(g).
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However, as (5.5) (with q$ instead of q) also holds for u(t)=v(t)=
t&mn(t), by (5.14) and (5.13),
*$ \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1ds+r*q$ \t&mn(t) |
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
C*q$(Pg*)C*$R(g)
whence (5.12) is verified.
If q=1 and p<,
*R( f )=*1(,f *), ,(t)=t&1p$b(t&1),
and, since b is slowly varying and (mn)&(1p$)<0, we get by Fubini’s
theorem
*D( f )=*1 \,(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+=*1(tmn(P,)(t)(Pf *)(t))
r*1(tmn,(t)(Pf *)(t))r*1 \_|
1
t
s(mn)&(1p$)&1b(s&1) ds& f *(t)+
r*1( f *(t) tmn,(t)).
We show that if * is any r.i. norm such that
* \|
1
t
f *(s) s(mn)&1 ds+C*D( f ), (5.15)
then
*(/(0, a))Ca1pb(a&1)r*R(/(0, a)), 0<a<1,
which implies, by [16],
*( f )C*R( f ), f # M+(0, 1);
that is, *R is optimal in (1.4). Substituting f =/(0, a) in (5.15) yields
* \/(0, a2)(t) |
a
t
s(mn)&1 ds+*D(/(0, a))
C |
a
0
t (mn)&(1p$)b(t&1) dt
Ca(mn)+(1p)b(a&1),
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since b is slowly varying. Thus,
amn*(/(0, a2))Ca(mn)+(1p)b(a&1),
so
*(/(0, a)(2t))Ca1pb(a&1),
and hence
*(/(0, a))C*R(/(0, a)), 0<a<1.
Consider, next, q=1 and p=. Setting ;(t)=t0 s
&1b(s&1) ds, we have
*D( f )=*1 \,(t) |
1
t
s(mn)&1(Pf *)(s) ds+
=*1(t(mn)&1;(t)(Pf *)(t))r*1(t (mn)&1;(t) f *(t))
by Fubini’s theorem. Suppose * is some other r.i. norm such that (5.15)
holds. Since, for 0<a<1,
*D(/(0, a))r*1(t (mn)&1;(t) /(0, a)(t))ramn;(a)=amn*R(/(0, a)),
this means
*R(/(0, a))ra&mn*D(/(0, a))ca&mn* \/(0, a2) |
a
a2
s(mn)&1 ds+
c*(/(0, a)),
and, therefore, as above,
*( f )C*R( f ), f # M+(0, 1).
When q= (so, ,(t)=t1pb(t&1)), we again use Theorem 4.6 to show
*R is optimal. Let p<. Making three successive appeals to Remark 5.8,
we obtain (recall p>1)
*R( f )=*(,Pf *)r*(,f *),
then
*D( f )r* \,(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
r*(tmn,(t)(Pf *)(t))
r*(tmn,(t) f *(t)),
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since (mn)+(1p)<1. Thus, (2.11) yields
*$R(g)r*1 \g*, + ,
and
*$D(g)r*1 \ g*(t)tmn,(t)+ .
It follows that
*$D \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
r*1 \t&mn,(t)&1 |
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
r*1 \Pg*, +r*1 \
g*
, +r*$R(g).
Given p=q=, we may assume, as in the case m=1, that b decreases
to 0 on (1, ), whence
*R( f )=*(b(t&1)(Pf *)(t))r*(b(t&1) f *(t))
by Remark 5.8, and
*$R(g)r*1 \ g*(t)b(t&1)+ by (2.11).
As before, we show *R is optimal for
*( f )=*(tmnb(t&1) f *(t))
and hence for *D . Thus,
*$ \|
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
r*1 \t&mnb(t&1)&1 |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ by (2.11)
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r*1 \t&1b(t&1)&1 |
t
0
f *(s) ds+ by Fubini’s theorem
r*1 \ ddt ;(t&1) &1 |
t
0
f *(s) ds+ ;(t)=t&1 |
2t
t
b(s) ds
r*1(b(t&1)&1 f *(t)) by Fubini’s theorem
r*$R( f ).
Case 2. p$>nm or p$=nm and *q(t&1qb(t&1))<.
In this case,
*D( f )r*1( f ). (5.16)
To see (5.16), we need only prove
*D( f )C*1( f ).
But,
*D( f )=*q \,(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
*q \,(t) *1( f *) |
1
t
s(mn)&2 ds+C*1( f ),
with C<.
The optimal r.i. range norm for *1 is the classical Lorentz norm
_( f )=*(t1&(mn)f *(t)).
This follows from Theorem 4.6, since
*$1 \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+=* \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
=*1(Pg*(t) t(mn)&1)
r*1(t(mn)&1g*(t))r_$(g).
We conclude *R is never optimal when p$>nm or p$=nm and
*q(t&1qb(t&1))<.
Case 3. p$=nm and *q(t&1qb(t&1))=. As both *R and *D are r.i.
norms, the optimally of *R in (1.4) is equivalent to
*$R(g)r*$D \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ . (5.17)
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We start with 1<q<. Since u(t)=v(t)=t(1p)&(1q)b(t&1) satisfy (5.4)
and (5.5),
*D( f )r*q \,(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+r*q(tmn,(t)(Pf *)(t)),
so, by Theorem 2.7,
*$D(g)r*q$(g*), (t)=
t&1q$b(t&1)q&1
1+1t s
&1b(s&1)q ds
.
Direct calculation yields
*$D \|
1
t
(P/ (0, a))(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ramn \1+|
1
a
s&1b(s&1)q ds+
&1q
,
and
*$R(/(0, a))r
a
*R(/(0, a))
r
a
a1pb(a&1)
=amnb(a&1)&1.
Thus,
*$D(1t (P/(0, a))(s) s
(mn)&1ds)
*$R(/(0, a))
=_ b(a
&1)q
1+1a s
&1b(s&1)q ds&
1q
 0 as a  0+
(5.18)
by (5.1). As (5.18) is not compatible with (5.17), *R cannot be optimal.
Let q=1. Then,
*R( f )=*1(,Pf *)
=*1 \f *(t) |
1
t
s(1p)&2b(s&1) ds+ by Fubini’s theorem
r*1(,f *) since b is slowly varying,
and
*D( f )r*1 \,(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
=*1 \(Pf *)(t) t(mn)&1 |
t
0
s(1p)&1b(s&1) ds+ by Fubini’s theorem
r*1(b(t&1)(Pf *)(t)) since b is slowly varying
r*1(;(t&1) f *(t)), ;(t)=|
1
t&1
s&1b(s&1) ds, 1<t<.
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Therefore, from (2.10), Remark 5.8 and the slow variance of b (hence of ;)
*$R(g)r* \Pg*P, +r* \
g*
, + ,
and
*$D(g)r* \ 
t
0 g*(s) ds
t0 ;(s
&1) ds+r* \
g*(t)
;(t&1)+ .
In particular,
*$D(1t (P/(0, a))(s) s
(mn)&1 ds)
*$R(/(0, a))
r
amn(1+1a s
&1b(s&1) ds)&1
amnb(a&1)&1
r
b(a&1)
1+1a s
&1b(s&1) ds
 0 as a  0+ .
As before, this rules out (5.17) and hence the optimality of *R .
Finally, let q=. Here,
*R( f )=*(,Pf *)r*(,f *) by Remark 5.8,
so
*$R(g)r*1 \g*, + by (2.11);
moreover,
*D( f )r* \,(t) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+r*(tb(t&1)(Pf *)(t)).
Now, either b(t)#1in which case one readily verifies *$D(1t (Pg*)(s)
s(mn)&1ds)r*$R(g) and hence the optimality of *R and *Dor we may assume
that b is continuous and (replacing b(t) by ;(t)=infs>t b(s), if necessary) that
it increases to infinity.
If, in addition, we require that (ddt) b(t&1)&1 be nonincreasing, then *R
and *D will be optimal in (1.4). Indeed, *D will have as its dual the classical
Lorentz norm
*$D(g)=*1 \ ddt b(t&1)&1 g*(t)+ ,
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and hence, applying Fubini’s theorem twice,
*$D \|
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+r*1 \_ ddt b(t&1)&1& |
1
t
(Pg*)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
=*1(t(mn)&1b(t&1)&1 (Pg*)(t))
r*1(t(mn)&1b(t&1)&1 g*(t))r*$R(g).
The proof is complete. K
Remark 5.13. (1) The simplest expression equivalent to *D( f ) in
Theorem 5.11 is
(i) *q \t&1qb(t&1) |
1
0
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+ when p$=1;
(ii) *q(t(1n)+(1p)&(1q)b(t&1) f (t)) when p$>1.
(2) The simplest expression equivalent to *D( f ) in Theorem 5.12 is
(i) *q \t&1qb(t&1) |
1
t
f *(s) s(mn)&1 ds+ when p$=1;
(ii) *q(t(mn)+(1p)&(1q)b(t&1) f *(t)) when 1< p$<
n
m
;
(iii) *q(t1&(1q)b(t&1)(Pf *)(t))
when p$=
n
m
, *q(t&1qb(t&1))=,
d
dt
b(t&1)&1 A ;
(iv) *1( f ) when p$>
n
m
or p$=
n
m
and *q(t&1qb(t&1))<.
We observe that in either case the expression in (i) cannot be replaced by the
one in (ii) when p$=1, since
*q \t&1qb(t&1) |
1
t
/(0, a)(s) s(mn)&1ds+C*q(t(mn)&(1q)b(t&1) /(0, a)(t)),
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0<a<1, implies
|
a
0
t&1b(t&1)q dtCb(a&1)q, 0<a<1,
which contradicts (5.1).
Again, the expression in (iii) cannot be replaced by
*q(t1&(1q)b(t&1) f *(t)),
as the weights u(t)=v(t)=t1&(1q)b(t&1) do not satisfy (5.4).
6. THE SOBOLEV IMBEDDING WHEN m=1
In this section we briefly consider inequality (1.4) for m=1 and, in par-
ticular, its connection to (1.5). The following generalization of the Po lyaSzego
principle is proved in [7, Lemma 4.1]. It will restrict us to r.i. norms.
Lemma 6.1. Let u # C10(R
n). Then,
|
t
0 _& y1n$
du*
dy &
*
(s) dsCn |
t
0
|{u|*(s) ds, t # R+ ; (6.1)
here, Cn is the same constant as in Proposition 3.3.
Remark 6.2. Suppose the function u in Lemma 6.1 has its support
contained in the bounded domain 0. Replacing t by |0| t and then s by |0| s
in (6.1), we obtain
|
t
0 _& y1n$ \
du*
dy + ( |0| y)&
*
(s) ds
Cn |0|&1n$ |
t
0
|{u|* ( |0| s) ds, 0<t<1. (6.2)
Theorem 6.3. Let *R and *D be r.i. norms on M+(0, 1). Then, in order that
there correspond to each bounded domain 0/Rn a constant C=C( |0| )>0 such
that
*R(u*(|0| t))C*D( |{u|*( |0| t)), u # C 10(0), ((1.4))
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it is necessary and sufficient that there exist K>0 for which
*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+K*D( f ), f # M+(0, 1). (6.3)
Proof. We observe, as in [6], that
u*(|0| t)=|0| |
1
t
&\du*ds + ( |0| s) ds
=|0| |
1
t \&s1n$ \
du*
ds + ( |0| s)+ s(1n)&1 ds
and hence
u*(|0| t)|0| |
1
t }&s1n$ \
du*
ds + ( |0| s)} s(1n)&1 ds.
Thus, given (6.3) and the rearrangement-invariance of *D ,
*R(u*(|0| t))K |0| *D \_&s1n$ \du*ds + ( |0| s)&
*
(t)+ .
From (6.2) and a theorem of Hardy, Littlewood, and Po lya [2, Chap. 2,
Theorem 4.6], we conclude
*R(u*(|0| t))C*D( |{u|* ( |0| t)), C=Cn |0|1n K.
To obtain the necessity of (6.3) for (1.4), we proceed as in Theorem 3.8:
starting with f # M+(0, 1), then setting u(x)=n&1K &1nn 
1
Kn |x|
n f (t) t(1n)&1 dt,
so that |({u)(x)|= f (Kn |x|n), x # B, and u*(t)=1t f (s) s
(1n)&1 ds. This
yields
*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+=*R(u*(t))
C*D( |{u|* (t)) by (1.4)
C*D( f ). K
In view of the above result and Theorem 3.1 we have
Corollary 6.4. Let *D and *R be r.i. quasinorms. Then, (1.4) implies
(1.5). Moreover, the two inequalities are equivalent when *R and *D are
norms.
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Our next concern is the construction of the optimal r.i. domain norm *D
corresponding to an r.i. range norm *R . In view of Theorem 6.3, a natural
candidate for *D is the functional
*R \|
1
t
f *(s) s(1n)&1 ds+ , f # M+(0, 1). (6.4)
A partial answer to the question of when this functional is equivalent to an
r.i. norm is supplied by
Theorem 6.5. Let *R be an r.i. norm on M+(0, 1) for which (4.5) (with
m=1) holds. Then, the functional
*D( f ) *R \|
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(1n)&1 ds+ f # M+(0, 1),
is an r.i. norm. Moreover, *D is an optimal r.i. domain norm for *R in both
(1.4) and (1.5). In addition, the optimal domain quasinorm for *R defined in
(4.1) is smaller than *D .
Proof. Theorem 4.1 shows *D is an r.i. quasinorm, which Theorem 4.2
guarantees is subadditive and satisfies (2.5). Thus, *D is indeed an r.i. norm.
It is, in fact, the optimal r.i. domain norm for *R in both (1.4) and (1.5)
by Theorems 4.1 and 6.3, since (4.5) implies *D( f )< if and only if
*R(1t f *(s) s
(1n)&1 ds)<.
Now, from Remark 3.2,
*R \|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+C*R \|
1
t
(Pf )(s) s(1n)&1 ds+
C*R \|
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(1n)&1 ds+=C*D( f ). K
Remark 6.6. The condition (4.5) is not necessary for the functional (6.4) to
be an r.i. norm. This can be seen with the Lorentz norm *R( f )=1n$ 10 f *(t)
t&1n dt, for which *R(1t f *(s) s
(1n)&1 ds)=10 f *(t) dt=
1
0 f (t) dt, while
*R(1t (Pf *)(s) s
(1n)&1 ds)=10 f *(t) log(1t) dt, f # M+(0, 1).
7. EXAMPLES
We present here examples of norms, *D and *R which, in view of
Theorems 5.11, 5.12 and 6.5, are optimal in (1.4) or (1.5). Once again,
m, n, # Z+ , n2, 1mn&1, and b is slowly varying on (1, ).
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(1) Let 1<q<nm,
*D( f )=*q \t&mn |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+r*q(Pf *)r*q( f )
and
*R( f )=*q(t&mnf *(t)).
Then, *R and *D are an optimal pair in (1.4).
(2) Suppose that *D( f )=*nm( f ) and that *R is the norm of
Hansson and Bre zis and Wainger,
*R( f )=*nm \t&mn \log 1t+
&1
f *(t)+ . (7.1)
Then, *R and *D are r.i. norms satisfying (1.4); moreover, by Theorems 4.5,
4.6, and 2.7, *R is optimal, though *D is not, as it can be replaced by the
strictly smaller norm (cf. [10, Theorem 9.2])
*( f )=inf {*nm( f0)+*1 \t(mn)&1 \log 1t+
(mn)&1
f 1*(t)+ : f= f0+ f1= .
When m>1, the *R in (7.1) and *D , defined by
*D( f )=*nm \t&mn \log 1t+
&1
|
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
r*nm \t&mn \log 1t+
&1
|
1
t
f *(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
are optimal in (1.4). As for the case m=1, the r.i. norm *R and the norm
*D( f )=*nm \t&1n \log 1t+
&1
|
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+
are optimal in (1.5).
More generally, we have the r.i. norms
*D( f )=*nm \t&mnb(t&1) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
r*nm \t&mnb(t&1) |
1
t
f *(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
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and
*R( f )=*nm(t&mnb(t&1) f *(t))
optimal in (1.4) if n3 and m>1, while this *R (with m=1) and the norm
*D( f )=*n \t&1nb(t&1) |
1
t
f (s) s(1n)&1 ds+
are optimal in (1.5). When b(t)=[1+log(1+log t)]&1n$, these results
extend and give the best possible refinement of (2.8); when b(t)=(log t)&:,
:>0, they do the same for the inequality in [11].
(3) Take
*D( f )=* \b(t&1) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
r* \b(t&1) |
1
t
f *(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
and
*R( f )=*(b(t&1)(Pf *)(t))r*(b(t&1) f *(t))
to get an optimal pair of r.i. norms in (1.4). Given b(t)#1 and m=1, this
yields the pair *D( f )=*1(t(1n)&1f *(t)) and *R( f )=*( f ), obtained in
[7, Theorem 5.3] by different means.
(4) Finally, set
*D( f )=*1 \t&mnb(t&1) |
1
t
f (s) s(mn)&1 ds+r*1(b(t&1) f (t))
and
*R( f )=*1(t&mnb(t&1) f *(t)). (7.2)
When m=1, these are optimal norms in (1.5), but only *R is rearrangement-
invariant, unless b(t)r1, in which case *D( f )r*1( f ) and the pair is
optimal in (1.4). When n3 and m>1, with *R as in (7.2) and
*D( f )=*1 \t&mnb(t&1) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
r*1(b(t&1)(Pf *)(t)),
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we have *D , but not *R , optimal in (1.4). To obtain optimal pairs in which
the domain norms, *D , have indices equal to 1, we must require that
b(t)#1 or that b increases to infinity, with (ddt) b(t&1)&1 nonincreasing,
then set
*D( f )=* \t1&(mn)b(t&1) |
1
t
(Pf *)(s) s(mn)&1 ds+
r* \b(t&1) |
t
0
f *(s) ds+
and
*R( f )=*(t1&(mn)b(t&1) f *(t)).
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